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Percolator & Hot Drink Boiler
Designed with your guests in mind by renowned Dutch designer Robert Bronwasser. The unique design and attention
for details make this appliance an eye-catcher on any buffet. Single walled matt black coated stainless steel body, with
stylish polypropylene handles and lid. Unique non-drip tap design with integrated graduated glass. The drip tray is
magnetic, it can be removed without lifting or spilling. The boiler keeps the drink at serving temperature after boiling.
The indicator light signals the end of the boiling and if descaling is needed.
The percolator keeps the coffee at serving temperature after brewing. Filter pan has built-in filter for coarsely ground
coffee, filter paper not needed.
Hot drinks boiler and Percolator
are both available in a matt black finish
or a stainless steel finish.

HOT DRINKS BOILER CONCEPT LINE
MATT BLACK
code

liters

V

W

mm

211458
211465

10

230V

950

270x270x(H)500

18

230V

1650

320x320x(H)530

HOT DRINKS BOILER CONCEPT LINE
code

liters

V

W

mm

211410
211427

10

230V

950

270x270x(H)500

18

230V

1650

320x320x(H)530

PERCOLATOR CONCEPT LINE
MATT BLACK
code

liters

V

W

mm

211472
211489

7

230V

950

270x270x(H)500

13

230V

1650

320x320x(H)530

PERCOLATOR CONCEPT LINE
code

liters

V

W

mm

211434
211441

7

230V

950

270x270x(H)500

13

230V

1650

320x320x(H)530
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CHEFS TORCH - DESIGN BY BRONWASSER
Designed with chefs in mind by Robert Bronwasser.
This crème-brûlée is a pleasure to use thanks to the stylish matt black
design with green accents and the ergonomic grip.
The burner is easily and securely attached to the gas cartridge and
covers the whole top of the cartridge, this is also very hygenic.
The piezo ignition makes it easy to ignite, the large gas dial allows for
easy adjusting the flame size and intensity.
This burner can operate in every angle, even upside down, thanks to the
improved design of the burner that prevents flaring.

code

-

mm

198247
Burner only
198254 Set burner and cartridge

185x65x(H)100
175x68x(H)260

STICK BLENDER - DESIGN BY BRONWASSER

Designed with chefs in mind by Robert Bronwasser.
ABS plastic housing and a stainless steel shaft.
Stainless steel cross shaped blade with titanium coating.
Powerful 250W motor, 6 speeds with LCD display.
Maximum speed 13500 RPM.
Suitable for processing 1 to 4 liters.
code

V

W

mm

222157

230

250

ø71x(H)444
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WAFFLE MAKER LOLLYPOP

Perfect for all types of catering establishments who wants to add these
fun waffles on a stick to their offer.
It’s possible to bake 4 lollypop waffles at the same time, each 255 mm
long (without the stick) and shaped like an elongated cone.
Grooves are cut out of the waffle iron so you can insert the stick and still
close the waffle iron.
The thick waffle iron is made of cast aluminium and coated with a
durable Teflon® non-stick coating.
Open the waffle iron easily with the large, stay-cool, handle.
The housing is made of 18/0 stainless steel, guaranteeing a long service
life and easy cleaning.
Ventilation slots in the housing protect the controls against overheating.
The temperature is continuously adjustable from 50˚C to 220˚C.
Timer can be set up to 15 minutes.
Net weight: 10.5 kg.
code

V

W

mm

212165

230

1750

310x395x(H)230

WAFFLE MAKER CORN DOG

Perfect for all types of catering establishments who wants to add these
fun waffles on a stick or corn dogs to their offer.
It’s possible to bake 6 lollypop waffles or corn dogs at the same time.
Grooves are cut out of the waffle iron so you can insert the stick and still
close the waffle iron.
The thick waffle iron is made of cast aluminium and coated with a
durable Teflon® non-stick coating.
Open the waffle iron easily with the large, stay-cool, handle.
The housing is made of 18/0 stainless steel, guaranteeing a long service
life and easy cleaning.
Fitted with a drip tray for dough and fat, helps you keep your work space
clean.
Ventilation slots in the housing protect the controls against overheating.
The temperature is continuously adjustable from 50˚C to 220˚C.
Timer can be set up to 15 minutes.
Net weight: 10 kg.
code

V

W

mm

212189

230

1550

390x335x(H)230

WAFFLE MAKER ROUND

Make delicious Belgian style waffles without a hassle, ideal for a selfserve waffle station.
You can make up to 20 waffles per hour.
The round waffle iron is made of cast aluminium and coated with a
durable Teflon® non-stick coating.
The waffles measure Ø 190 mm and up to 23 mm thick.
The temperature can be set steplessly between 50˚C and 220˚C.
The timer can be set up to 15 minutes.
code

V

W

mm

212172

230

1000

250x380x(H)590
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CHOCOLATE FOUNTAIN 3 TIERS

Made of stainless steel.
With warming function, heats the chocolate to
45˚C.
Minimal chocolate capacity: 1 kg.
Maximal chocolate capacity: 1,5 kg.
With separate switch for motor and heating
element.

CHOCOLATE FOUNTAIN 5 TIERS

Made of stainless steel.
With warming function, temperature can be set
up to 110 °C.
Minimal chocolate capacity: 2,5 kg.
Maximal chocolate capacity: 6 kg.
With separate switch for motor and heating
element.

CHOCOLATE FOUNTAIN 6 TIERS

Made of stainless steel.
With warming function, temperature can be set
up to 150 °C.
Minimal chocolate capacity: 2,5 kg.
Maximal chocolate capacity: 8 kg.
With separate switch for motor and heating
element.

code

V

W

mm

code

V

W

mm

code

V

W

mm

274101

230

170

ø210x(H)390

274156

230

265

ø330x(H)700

274163

230

300

ø370x(H)840
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CONVEYOR TOASTER DOUBLE

Two rows of bread slices fit next to eachother
on the conveyor.
Two separate heating elements.
Suitable for continuous toasting of sliced
bread.
Supplied with front and back trays.
Adjustable toasting time up to 3 minutes.
code

colour

261309
261347 Red
261354 Black

V

W

mm

230

2240

418x368x(H)387

230

2240

418x368x(H)387

230

2240

418x368x(H)387
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TAB GRABBER

SERVING TONGS HACCP

Glossy aluminium.
Screws for mounting included.
code

mm

513736
513705
513712
513743
513750

(L)455

Handle covered with coloured PVC.

(L)610
(L)915
(L)1015
(L)1220

NUT AND SEAFOOD CRACKER MATT BLACK

Ideal for cracking nuts, but also very suitable
for sea food.
Finished with a black powder coating.
The large handle fits nicely in the hand and
provides plenty of grip.
The two halves are connected by a durable
hinge.
Suitable for multiple sizes of nuts.

code

colour

mm

code

colour

mm

171837
171929
171844
171875
171882
171899

Red

(L)250

Red

(L)300

Brown

(L)250

Brown

(L)300

Blue

(L)250

Green

(L)250

171721
171936
171738
171745
171783
171790

Purple

(L)250

Yellow

(L)250

LOBSTER AND CRAB CRACKER

Crack lobsters and crabs with ease with this
heavy duty lobster cracker.
Finished in a red powder coating.
The large handle fits nicely in the hand and
provides plenty of grip.
The two halves are connected by a durable
hinge.

Blue

(L)300

Green

(L)300

Purple

(L)300

Yellow

(L)300

SILICONE TWEEZER FOR COOKING

Made from high temperature resistant silicone.
Can withstand temperatures up to 280˚C
making it ideal for use during cooking.
The tongs provide plenty of grip and are
comfortable to use.

code

mm

code

mm

code

mm

403747

160x35

403754

140x62

171349
171332

(L)290

TWEEZER CURVED HANDLE

TWEEZER WITH ROUND HEAD

(L)170

TWEEZER WITH SQUARE HEAD

code

mm

code

mm

code

mm

680186

(L)240

680124
680193

(L)150

680162

(L)145

TWEEZER WITH CYLINDRICAL HEAD

8

(L)305

FISH BONE TWEEZER SMALL FLAT
HEAD

FISH BONE TWEEZER POINT HEAD

code

mm

code

mm

code

mm

680179

(L)170

680148

(L)100

680155

(L)155

HIGH PRECISION SCALE 3000G. WITH TIMER

Weighs up to 3.000 grams with 0.1 gram increments with a minimum of
0.5 grams.
The measurements are provided by a high precision strain gauge sensor.
Read out in grams (g), pounds (lb) or ounces (oz).
The scale is completely made of black ABS and has a backlit LCD
display.
With auto power off, auto tare, overload and low power indication.
The timer can count down or up with a maximum of 20 minutes.
Powered by 2 AAA batteries (not included).

PRECISION KITCHEN SCALE 10 KG RECHARGEABLE

Weighs up to 10 kg with 1 gram increments with a minimum of 2 grams.
The measurements are provided by a precision strain gauge sensor.
Read out in grams (g), kilograms (kg), millilitres (ml), pounds (lb) or
ounces (oz).
The housing is made of black ABS with a satin stainless steel platform.
Easy to clean thanks to the splash-proof housing.
Fitted with a clear backlit LCD display.
With auto power off, auto tare, overload and low power indication.
Powered by 3 AAA batteries (not included), or build-in rechargeable
lithium battery (450mAh).
USB-cable included for recharging.

code

mm

code

mm

580011

130x190x(H)25

580028

160x210x(H)30

SMOKE INFUSER

The aluminium body functions as a heat sink, cooling the smoke before
expelling it.
Wood requires no pre-soaking prior to smoking.
Can also be used with tea or spices.
Removable smoking chamber with removable filter.
Large woodchip holder.
Flexible rubber hose (30 cm long) for easy injection of smoke into
resealable bags and containers.
Compact and lightweight enough to use with one hand.
Gentle enough for use on delicate fruits and vegetables without
changing their texture of temperature.
Powered by 2 AA batteries, not included.
Wood or herbs for smoking not included.
code

mm

199992

90x54x(H)122

SMOKING GUN - 3 SPEEDS SMOKE INFUSER

Smoking is a very flavourful addition to your meat, fish and vegetable
dishes, but can also create a wow-factor when serving. The cold smoke
is gentle for delicate fruits and vegetables, smoke without changing the
texture or temperature. One button operation, the smoking gun has 3
speeds and the fan can even be reversed to suck air. The aluminium fan
chamber functions as a heat sink, cooling the smoke before expelling
it. Wood requires no pre-soaking prior to smoking. Can also be used
with tea or spices. Removable smoking chamber with integrated mesh
filter. Flexible silicone hose (50 cm long) for easy injection of smoke into
resealable bags and containers. Lightweight with a comfortable handle
making it easy to use with one hand. Powered by a rechargeable Lithium
battery of 1000mAh. Very complete, comes with 3 spare filter meshes, a
tweezer and USB charging cable. Wood or herbs for smoking not included.
code

mm

199640

215x70x(H)160
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CENTRIFUGAL JUICE EXTRACTOR

For making juice of hard and soft fruits or
vegetables.
With a large, 7 liter, pulp container.
Very powerful, can juice up to 120 kg per hour.
Housing, bowl, juicer basket and grating disk
made of stainless steel.
Feeder tube and pusher made of ABS, pulp
container and lid made of polypropylene.
Motor spins the grating disk at 3000rpm.
Safe in operation, will only work if the lid and
safety arm are locked into place.
Very easy to disassemble and clean.
Not suitable for ice or frozen fruits/vegetables.

PROFESSIONAL FOOD PROCESSOR

Cut, crush, chop, and grind all kinds of vegetables, herbs, meat, fish,
fruit, nuts, etc inside this powerful multi-purpose food processor.
Made of durable stainless steel and suitable for intensive use.
The powerful motor spins the knife up to 1500 RPM.
Control panel with buttons for continuous and pulse operation.
The two bladed knife guarantees precise processing of all the
ingredients in the bowl.
The large bowl is fitted with a scraper that you can use to scrape
ingredients from the sides of the bowl.
The bowl comes with a transparent polycarbonate lid so you can keep an
eye on the process.
The lid is fitted with durable clamps to keep it in place during operation
and creates a watertight seal.
On top of the lid is a small closeable opening that can be used to add
ingredients during operation.
The bowl is mounted using a twist-lock.
Thanks to a microswitch the cutter won’t operate unless the bowl is
correctly mounted.
The bowl is dishwasher safe, easing cleaning.
Water resistance class: IPX3
code

liters

V

W

mm

229231

5

230

800

350x275x(H)560
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code

V

W

mm

221105

230

700

246x480x(H)531

MICROWAVE PROGRAMMABLE VIA USB
1800W
Easy to use touch-sensitive control panel with
10 programmable buttons. Programmable up
to 3 stages, memory for 99 programs.
USB connection for easy loading
of programs. Uses twin microwave
tubes. Housing made of stainless
steel. Microwave chamber made of stainless
steel with a ceramic floor. Input power 3000W,
output power 1800W. Transparent door without
a lock, easy to open. Chamber dimensions:
330x310x(H)175 mm. Volume 18 liter.

code

V

W

mm

281376 230 3000

563x420x(H)340

MICROWAVE PROGRAMMABLE 1800W

Easy to use control panel with 10
programmable buttons.
Uses twin microwave tubes.
Housing made of stainless steel.
Microwave chamber made of stainless steel
with a ceramic floor.
Programmable up to 3 stages, memory for 100
programs.
Input power 3000W, output power 1800W.
Transparent door without a lock, easy to open.
Chamber dimensions: 360x409x(H)225 mm.
Volume 34 liter.
code

V

281369 230

W

mm

3000

574x528x(H)368

CONVECTION OVEN MULTIFUNCTIONAL

Fits 4 trays 429 x 345 mm, 4 trays included.
One non-reversible fan.
Body and chamber made of stainless steel.
Double layer glass door, cools front pane by
means of natural convection.
Tray support spacing 74 mm.
Temperature range: 50 to 230°C.
code

V

225165 230

W

mm

2600

590x695x(H)590
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KEBAB KNIFE ELECTRIC

Ideal for slicing any type of roasted meat like; kebab, shoarma, gyros, etc.
Large Ø 80 mm smooth slicing disk with stainless steel guard.
The blade cover ensures safety while slicing.
Additional Ø 80 mm serrated slicing disk included.
Disk spins at 8.000 RPM.
Aluminium handle with 2.7 m power cord.

ELECTRIC KETTLE - 2,5 L

Perfect for intensive use.
With fast-boil.
Separate power base for easier kettle handling, enabling full 360° rotation
of the kettle.
Fitted with ergonomic polypropylene handle.
With heating indicator light.
Heater placed under the bottom, protected against limescale.
Automatic switch-off when water boils.
With dry-boil protection, doesn’t work without water.
AISI 304 stainless steel housing and bottom.
Weight: 1.12 kg
code

liters

V

W

mm

209936

2.5

230

2150

220x156x(H)254
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Ingress protection: IPX4.
Adapter with indicator lamp.
Blade sharpening stone, knife stand and a screwdriver are included.
code

V

W

mm

267264

230

80

232x120x(H)115

SOFT SERVE AND WHIPPED CREAM
MACHINE CLEANER

Cleaner for all common cream & ice cream
makers.
Dissolves fat and protein residues.
Can also be used on the outer surfaces of the
device.
Use regularly to keep your appliances in
perfect condition, and prevent replacement
costs.

COFFEE MACHINE CLEANER

The coffee machine cleaner is suitable for
regular use in coffee, espresso and tea
machines.
Removes stubborn deposits such as coffee or
tea oil.
Use regularly to keep your appliances in
perfect condition, and prevent replacement
costs.

DESCALER CONCENTRATE

Highly concentrated, based on citric acid
for the effective decalcification of hot water
devices, coffee and washing machines, boilers,
stainless steel pots and tiles.
1 liter bottle, dosage 100-200 ml per 1 liter of
cold water.
Use regularly to keep your appliances in
perfect condition, and prevent replacement
costs.

code

liters

code

liters

code

liters

976746

1

976753

1

976760

1

DESCALER POWDER

Concentrated, professional descaling agent.
Removes limescale deposits on commercial
dishwashers, hot water devices, coffee
machines and washing machines (washing
program 40°C).
Can also be used to clean stainless steel
surfaces.
Use regularly to keep your appliances in
perfect condition, and prevent replacement
costs.

COFFEE AUTOMAT CLEANER, 120 TABS

The coffee automat cleaner is suitable for
regular use in coffee, espresso and tea
machines.
Removes stubborn deposits such as coffee or
tea oil.
Can also be used for cleaning thermo flasks.
Use regularly to keep your appliances in
perfect condition, and prevent replacement
costs.

DEGREASER FOAM

Thoroughly removes all greases, oils and dirt
from grills, deep fryers, ovens, extractor hoods
and tiles.
Foam can be used on all washable, alkaliresistant surfaces.
Not suitable for aluminum or painted surfaces!
The thick foam is ideal for vertical surfaces.

code

weight (kg)

code

weight (kg)

code

liters

976777

1

976739

0.24

976791

1
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BAR MAT

Perfect for use in bars and pubs
Made of black rubber.
High level of hygiene for drying and storing
glasses.

BLACKBOARD MARKERS 6 MM

With oblique nib, writing width 2 to 6 mm.

BLACKBOARD MARKERS 15 MM

With wide flat nib, writing width 15 mm.

code

mm

597989
597965
597972

300x150x(H)9
610x85x(H)15
453x305x(H)15

BLACKBOARD MARKERS 1 MM

6 Markers with round nib, writing width 1 mm.

code

-

code

-

code

-

664292
664216
664209

2 white, 1 pink, 1 yellow and 1 bronze

664223
664339

3 white markers

664285

3 white, 1 pink, 1 yellow and 1 bronze

1 pink, 1 green, 1 blue and 2 white
5 white

Perfect for thick sauces like
ketchup, mayonnaise, curry, etc.

NON-DRIP SAUCE DISPENSER BOTTLE

Designed by Robert Bronwasser.
Transparent bottle with specially designed
dispensing cap.
The bottle can be placed upside down which
ensures that it is always ready for use.
The special design prevents leaking when
placed upside down.
code

liters

mm

558096

0.23

ø50x(H)160
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1 white, 1 orange and 1 yellow

markers

MILK JUG WITH V-SHAPED SPOUT
Made of extra thick stainless steel, helps keep
the content hot.
V-shaped spout gives extra control during
pouring.

MILK JUG MATT BLACK WITH V-SHAPED
SPOUT

ALUMINIUM ICE SCOOP SLOTTED

Made of extra thick stainless steel, helps keep
the content hot.
V-shaped spout gives extra control during
pouring.

code

liters

mm

code

liters

mm

code

mm

451038
451021
451014

0.35

ø65x(H)99

451045

0.7

ø84x(H)130

521434

220x80

0.45

ø75x(H)111

0.7

ø84x(H)130

MUDDLER

Made of polypropylene .
For grinding and crushing drink ingredients, e.g. raspberries, limes,
mint etc.

ICE CUBE MOULD

Professional.
Soft rubber in holder.
Holds 32 ice cubes.

code

-

mm

code

mm

596944
596739
596951

Flat head

ø34x207

679005

335x180

Pointed head

ø34x207

Ribbed head

ø34x207

CONDIMENT HOLDER - 3 CONTAINERS

Black HIPS holder with transparent ABS lid.
With 3 polypropylene storage containers.
The containers can be easily lifted out of the
holder.
Containers are dishwasher safe.

CONDIMENT HOLDER - 4 CONTAINERS

Black HIPS holder with transparent ABS lid.
With 4 polypropylene storage containers.
The containers can be easily lifted out of the
holder.
Containers are dishwasher safe.

CONDIMENT HOLDER - 6 CONTAINERS

Black HIPS holder with transparent ABS lid.
With 6 polypropylene storage containers.
The containers can be easily lifted out of the
holder.
Containers are dishwasher safe.

code

mm

code

mm

code

mm

552018

480x150x(H)100

552025

480x150x(H)100

552032

480x150x(H)100
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PIZZA OVENS COMPACT

- Ideal for baking pizzas, bread, lasagnas, etc.
- The compact dimensions make it perfect for small kitchens or even
food trucks.
- The use of high-quality materials guarantees a long service life
- Housing made of high-quality stainless steel AISI 430, easy to clean
and maintain.
- Oven chamber measures 415×400×(H)120 mm for pizzas or other
dishes.
- Chamber floor lined with chamotte stone; these accumulate the heat
which results in crispy pizza bottoms.
- Each heating element is 1000W and can be set independently from
50°C to 350°C.

PIZZA OVEN COMPACT

- The door is fitted with a window and the chamber has a light, this
allows to follow the cooking process.
- The door can be opened without stopping the heating process.
- Can operate in continuous mode or with a timer.
- Timer can be set up to 120 minutes and when the times is finished
the oven stops heating.
- Fitted with ± 1.7 m long power cable with earthed plug.

DOUBLE DECK PIZZA OVEN 3000W

Chamber is heated by 2 efficient heating
elements; one above and one below the
chamber.

Chambers are heated by 3 efficient heating
elements; one above, one below and one in
between the two chambers.

code

V

W

mm

code

V

W

mm

220290

230

2000

580x560x(H)275

220283

230

3000

580x560x(H)435

PIZZA & FOOD DELIVERY BACKPACK INSULATED

Lightweight backpack with large, adjustable, padded shoulder straps
and padded back section for comfort.
Fitted with adjustable waist band for extra stability.
Waterproof thanks to the use of durable 600D polyester.
Large compartment with adjustable, velcro mounted shelve.
Can hold up to 10 pizza-boxes.
Compartment has two layers of insulation, PE foam and aluminium foil.
One side of the backpack can be opened with a zipper for easy access.
With large padded carrying handles on the top and a transparent card
holder on the back.
Reflector strip fitted on the outside for extra safety.
code

mm

709801

410x410x(H)490
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PIZZA SCOOP SQUARED PERFORATED
WITH SHORT HANDLE

Made from anodised aluminium, lightweight
but durable.
Fitted with a short handle, ideal for compact
spaces.
Silicone grip at the end of the handle protecting
against heat.
code

mm

618073
618066

305x660
305x560

PIZZA SCOOP SQUARED PERFORATED
WITH SHORT HANDLE

Made from hard anodised aluminium, making
it more wear-resistant, abrasion-resistant and
corrosion resistant.
Fitted with a short handle, ideal for compact
spaces.
Silicone grip at the end of the handle protecting
against heat.
code

mm

618080
618097

305x560
305x660

PIZZA SCOOP SQUARED WITH SHORT
HANDLE

Fitted with a short wooden handle, ideal for
compact spaces.
The blade is very heat resistant.

code

mm

618035
618042
618059

305x660
355x710
405x760

PIZZA SCOOP ROUND PERFORATED

Made from hard anodised aluminium, making
it more wear-resistant, abrasion-resistant and
corrosion resistant.
Handle made from 3 sections, length can be
changed.
With sliding grip, which doubles as protection
against heat.
code

mm

618103

230x1200

PIZZA SCOOP SQUARED

Fitted with a long wooden handle.
The blade is very heat resistant.
code

mm

617816
618028
617861

305x1320
355x1320
405x1320

PIZZA SLICER

Stainless steel knife blade, polypropylene
handle.
code

ø

length (mm)

617007

ø100

(L)230
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GREASEPROOF PAPER - 500 PCS

Packed per 500 sheets.

code

colour

mm

678107
678114
678121
678138

Newspaper print

250x350

Beige

250x350

Newspaper print

200x250

Beige

200x250

GREASEPROOF PAPER - 500 PCS

Packed per 500 sheets.

code

-

mm

678183
678206
678169
678176
678213
678220
678237

neutral

306x305

kitchen mayhem

258x425

chef food pattern

306x305

checked pattern

306x305

neutral

263x380

chef food pattern

250x200

neutral

250x200

GREASEPROOF PAPER PLACEMAT

Packed per 500 sheets.

GREASEPROOF PAPER LINING PRE-SHAPED

Pre-shaped in a basket form.
With illustration of a chef with food in a pattern.
Packed per 150 pieces.

code

-

mm

code

mm

678145
678152

kitchen mayhem

420x275

678190

160x160x(H)50

checked pattern

420x275
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STAND FOR BAKERY OVENS

Capacity: 6x 600x400.
Suitable for ovens: 225516, 225523, 225059,
225059.

STAND FOR OVENS H90 & H90S

Suitable for H90 and H90S ovens 227060,
227077.

SERVING TROLLEY WITH 4 SHELVES

Made of stainless steel. Fitted with 4 shelves.
Includes 4 castors, of which 2 with brakes,
fitted with corner protection. Flatpack delivery.

code

mm

code

mm

code

mm

224434

760x520x(H)700

223468

595x425x(H)700

810118

910x590x(H)1260

DOUBLE MOBILE TROLLEY - 30 X GN 1/1

GN 1/1 with 30 layers - interspaced at 80mm.
Tray locks on either side. Fitted with four
castors of which two have brakes. Flatpack
delivery.

DOUBLE MOBILE TROLLEY - 12 X GN 1/1

GN 1/1 with 12 layers - interspaced at 80 mm.
Tray locks on either side. Fitted with four
castors of which two have brakes. Permissible
load of the trolley 200 kg with an evenly
distributed weight. Flatpack delivery.

code

mm

code

mm

810576

740x550x(H)1730

810569

740x550x(H)940

STORAGE RACK WITH 5 SHELVES

Maximum load per shelf 80 kg.
Fitted with adjustable feet.
Made of chrome-plated steel.

code

colour

812990 Black
812204 Chrome

mm

910x455x(H)1830
910x455x(H)1830
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POPCORN MACHINE

Professional popcorn machine, energy efficient
and safe to operate.
Frame made of aluminum alloy, robust housing
made of tempered glass and red powder
coated steel.
The popcorn heating pan is fitted with a stirring
unit and is easy to empty thanks to the use of
a clamp.
With convenient popcorn scooping flap at the
service side.
Large hinged service door made of acrylic
glass.
The interior is illuminated, and the bottom of
the popcorn chamber is heated to ensure nice
warm popcorn.
With crumb drawer under the chamber for
easy disposal of un-popped kernels and
crumbs.
It takes approximately 2 minutes to create a
batch of popcorn.
Net weight: ±25 kg.
code

V

W

282748 230 1500

mm

560x420x(H)770

COTTON CANDY MACHINE

Stainless steel removable bowl, suitable for
dishwashers.
The bowl is fastened by 4 secure clamps.
Motor housing finished with a pink coating.
Fitted with a drawer for sticks, sugar, dyes, etc.
Separate switches for power on and the
heating elements, with integrated lamps.
Voltmeter showing actual voltage.
Overload fuse protects the motor against
burning in the event of a blockage.
Weight: 11 kg.
code

V

W

282731 230 1200

282755

282731

mm

520x520x(H)500

COVER FOR COTTON CANDY MACHINE

This transparant cover fits the Hendi cotton
candy machine 282731.
code

mm

282755

ø520x(H)350

Hendi B.V.
Innovatielaan 6
6745 XW De Klomp, Nederland
Tel: +31 (0)317 681 040
Email: hendi@hendi.eu
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www.hendi.eu

